ADDENDUM 1 TO ALL BIDDERS:

Reference: Invitation for Bids: IFB#214-07-Rec Wiring
Commodity: Student Rec Building Wiring
Dated: January 12, 2007
For Delivery To: Longwood University
Materiel Management Office
Farmville, Virginia 23909
Bid Due: February 23, 2007- 2:00 local time

This addendum addresses questions from the Pre-Bid Conference held on February 7, 2007.

1. The completion time for the project is April 2, 2007.
2. Below are questions asked through email correspondence: (Answers are in BOLD)
   a. Do we provide workstation and patch panel cables for voice and data? For patch panels
   b. The voice field calls for 66 blocks can we substitute 110? NO
   c. Will we have to assist in the voice cutover or just supply the cross-connect? Neither
   d. Will the CATV be home run or daisy chained? All home run, as indicated by specifications
   e. Do they need shelves with the 7’ racks? NO
   f. New construction? YES
   g. How are we connecting the closets? Fiber? Only 1 closet as according to specifications
   h. Voice jacks call for rj11 can we substitute rj45? NO
   i. OSP states we will install not provide the 150 pair cable. Are we only to supply the gas protectors? Install, provide, route, terminate
   j. Fiber Optic cable- it is stated that we are to run 6mm and 6sm fibers to the Library distribution point. Is the Library the MDF? NO, the library is a distribution point for the fiber. Do they want to use 62.5 or 50 micron fiber? 62.5 It states install cable not supply? Yes, you supply as well.
   k. Scope of Work: Work shall consist of providing all materials, labor, supervision, tools, equipment, and incidentals necessary to furnish, install, and render operational a complete cable system consisting of voice, video, and data wiring and termination.

NOTE: A signed acknowledgment of this addendum must be received at the location indicated on the IFB either prior to the proposal due date and hour or attached to your proposal. Signature on this addendum does not substitute for your signature on the original proposal document. The original proposal document must be signed.
Very truly yours,

James E. Simpson, CPPB, VCO
Director Materiel Management

Name of Firm ________________________________
Signature/Title ______________________________
Date: ______________________________________